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An experimental investigation has been carried out to validate the concept of a new upward electrospinning process in producing
polymer nanofibres. The role of gravitational force in this concept is reversed from the conventional downward electrospinning.
This inversion results in more stretching of the fibre, less bead formation, and jet stability. An experimental setup is built
inside a vacuum chamber in order to eliminate the ambient effects. The effect of various parameters such as applied voltage,
needle-collector distance, solution concentration, flow rate, and needle size, on average fibre diameter and beads formation, was
investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

1. Introduction to
Conventional Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a relatively simple process to produce
nanofibre from polymer solutions or melts. Its roots go back
to the early 1930s when the process was patented by Formhals
[1–3]. The advantage of the electrospinning process is its
technical simplicity and its easy adaptability. It is based
mainly on applying an electrical field, by using high voltage
source, between the tip of a nozzle and a collector in order to
generate sufficient electrostatic force to overcome the surface
tension in a droplet of polymer solution at the nozzle tip.
When the surface tension is overcome, the hemispherical
surface of the fluid at the tip of the nozzle stretches to form a
conical shape known as the Taylor cone [4]. Further increase
of the electric field’s strength will deform the Taylor cone
until a jet stream is extruded from the cone’s apex. During
the process, and depending on the solution properties and
operating conditions, the solvent evaporates as the jet moves
toward the collector which decreases the jet radius and
increases the polymer concentration and viscosity. When
the solvent is fully evaporated, the jet stretching stops and
results in producing fibre of highly reduced diameter which
deposits on the grounded collector in the form of a random
nonwoven structure. The process of the electrospinning is
well described in many papers [5–8]. Nanofibres in the range

of 10 to 1000 nm diameter can be achieved by choosing
the appropriate parameters such as viscosity, concentration,
applied voltage, distance between the two electrodes, and
nozzle tip (needle) diameters. However, the instability, the
whipping of the fibre, and the beads formation remain
important problems in the electrospinning process. This
paper aims to validate experimentally the functionality of
the new upward electrospinning approach introduced by
Abdel Hady [9, 10]. In this new approach, as the fibre
formation is produced and a jet is directed upwards, the
gravitational force and the surface tension will work against
the electrostatic force, which introduces more stretching to
the fibre.

2. The New Upward Electrospinning Approach

Electrospinning requires a very simple and economical
setup; Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the conventional
electrospinning (downward) setup. It consists of a nozzle, a
collector, and of a high voltage electric source with positive or
negative polarity. The nozzle may be a syringe needle or any
other capillary tube; a syringe pump will carry the solution
from the syringe to the nozzle. The collector can be made of
any shape according to the requirements, like a flat plate or
rotating drum, and separated from the nozzle by a defined
distance. One electrode from the power supply is connected
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Figure 1: Conventional electrospinning setup.
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Figure 2: Upward electrospinning setup.

to the nozzle (needle) in order to charge the polymer solution
and the other is attached to the opposite polarity collector
(usually a grounded conductor).

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the upward elec-
trospinning setup. When the jet separates from the main

fluid, acceleration will be gained upwards that will add more
stretching, and even put the jet under stretching force until
it reaches the collector electrode. The fibre collection at the
collector electrode will take a uniform pattern instead of
random orientation as produced with downward method
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and that is because the fibre is always under two balanced
forces during its course of travel: the electrostatic and the
gravitational forces. In addition, the fluid flow is mainly
controlled by the amount of fluid withdrawn from the needle
tip by the electrostatic force which insures that the formation
of beads will be less than with the conventional downward
process.

2.1. Instability. In conventional process, after the initiation
from the cone, the jet undergoes a chaotic motion or bending
instability and is field directed towards the opposite charged
collector which collects the fibres [11]. Hohman et al. [12]
in a series of papers studied the instability of an electrically
forced fluid jet and its relation to the parameter space
of electrospinning such as the applied electric field, the
volume flux, and the liquid properties. They identified three
different instabilities: the classical (axisymmetric) Rayleigh
instability, another axisymmetric instability induced by the
electric field, and the whipping (bending) instability. He
[13] showed that the whipping instability in downward
electrospinning process is due to slight air perturbation that
leads to initiation of oscillation of small amplitude. This
small oscillation increases as the fibre approach the collector
forming what is known as whipping.

He [13] showed that the whipping instability in down-
ward electrospinning process is due to slight air perturbation
that leads to initiation of oscillation of small amplitude. This
small oscillation increases as the fibre approach the collector
forming what is known as whipping. Yu [14] examined
the effect of fluid elasticity on Rayleigh instability. He
found that, with dilute polymer solutions without elasticity,
the electrospinning jet breaks up into droplets due to the
Rayleigh instability driven by the surface tension. On the
other hand, solutions with some degrees of elasticity can
generate a stress that retards or halts the growth of the
Rayleigh instability forming a “beads-on-string” structure;
while in the extreme case, a large stress on the jet can suppress
the Rayleigh instability completely, and uniform fibres are
obtained. In the new proposed upward electrospinning
approach, the Rayleigh and whipping instability will be
eliminated due to two facts: (1) the process is performed
under vacuum environment; (2) the gravitational and the
electrostatic force acting on the jet during its travel to the
collector are always in the opposite direction which leads to
elimination of Rayleigh instability according to Yu [14].

3. Experimental Setup and Materials

3.1. Setup. An experimental setup was constructed to pro-
duce nanofibres by the new electrospinning process.

The process takes place in a sealed acrylic enclosure. This
helps control the environment in which the electrospinning
is taking place and that may affect the nanofibre production.
The enclosure is kept under a vacuum condition of about—
4 psi using a double piston vacuum pump. The collector
electrode is made of an electrically conducted material
(aluminum or copper) and is mounted on an insulated stand
inside the vacuumed enclosure. The polymer solution is fed
from a syringe to a needle. The syringe that contains the

polymer solution is mounted on a syringe pump located
and centered with the collector electrode. The syringe pump
allowed control of the flow rate and the volume of the
polymer ejected which are two important parameters that
affect the fibre production. Different diameters of syringe
needles are used having the range of 19 G down to 30 G. The
distance between the collector and the injection needle tip
can be adjusted by moving the collector electrode up and
down. The high voltage supply module (Matsusada precision
Inc. 60 KV, 5 mA, 300 W, and model AU-60∗5) is connected
to both the collector (positive) and syringe needle (ground or
negative). The way we connect the needle and the collector is
the opposite of the majority of published work where they
use the positive terminal connected to the solution and the
ground connected to the collector. It was found that the
polarity does not affect the process of fibre formation.

3.2. Materials. Different polymer solutions of polycaprolac-
tone (PCL), with a chemical formula [O(CH2)5CO]n, and a
molecular weight of 80 000 g/mol, were dissolved in acetone
at different concentrations between 10 and 20%. A magnetic
stirrer is used to dissolve the polymer in acetone and the
process of dissolving takes about 1.5 hours to complete under
20◦C. Raising the temperature to 35◦C accelerate the process
to 15 minutes.

4. Procedure

As in conventional electrospinning, the new approach pro-
cess consists of three stages: process initiation (jet initiation),
jet elongation, and jet solidification into nanofibres.

4.1. Process Initiation. In electrospinning, initiation of the
process is important as maintaining of a stable jet. When a
high voltage is applied to the needle, the surface of the fluid
droplet held by its own surface tension and the gravitational
force gets electrostatically charged. The droplet becomes
under the action of two more forces: mutual electrostatic
repulsion between the surface charges and the Coulombic
force applied by the external electric field. This induces a
charge on the surface of the droplet. This charge offsets the
forces of surface tension and the droplet changes shape from
spherical to conical where electric charges are concentrated
on the tip of that conical shape. The accumulation of
the electric charges causes the surface to extend more
(Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c)). The charge per unit area at
the tip of the cone becomes higher as the radius of the cone,
near the tip, decreases. At certain voltage, the intensity of the
electric field attains a certain critical value; the electrostatic
forces overcome the surface tension and the gravitational
force of the polymer solution, and a jet of the liquid is
pulled from the tip, and electrospinning process starts. The
value of such voltage was found to be proportional to the
distance between the needle tip and the collector regardless
of the polymer solution concentration. Figure 4 shows the
relation between the high voltage and the collector distance
just enough to initiate the jet formation (blue dots). The
concentration effect is not shown on the chart because
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Figure 3: Jet initiation: (a) droplet created at the tip of the needle, (b) starting formation of Taylor cone, (c) ejection of the jet (pictures
captured from a video clip of the process, three sequential frames).
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Figure 4: Relation between the applied HV and collector distance for jet initiation and equal flow condition.

different concentration values (10% to 20% w/w) were found
to have the same initiation voltage.

At the moment of jet ejection, the base of that jet takes the
form of a cone that was described mathematically by Taylor
[15]. The Taylor cone angle has been measured using solid
works from an experiment photos (Figure 5). It was found to
be 50.68◦. In the literature, it was verified experimentally and
found to be 50◦; in another publication, it was reported that
the Taylor cone’s angle was 33.5◦ instead of 49.3◦ [16].

4.2. Jet Elongation. As the jet is formed, the electrostatic
forces continue to accelerate the polymer solution and to
stretch the jet against the surface tension (viscosity) force and
gravity force. This makes the diameter of the jet thinner as it
travels from the needle to the collector. It is observed that this
stretching phenomenon is true as long as the solvent is not
completely evaporated before the jet reaches the collector.
So, we can conclude that with certain combination of high
voltage value, needle-collector distance, and concentration
of the diluted solution of the polymer, we can obtain much
thinner fibre.

4.2.1. Droplet Enlarging. It was observed, in some cases
that, with jet thinning, the droplet size is increasing with
time forming a tube and multiple jets. This was likely to
happen when the flow rate of the solution to the needle
is larger than the rate of the ejected material. This case is

shown in Figures 6 and 7. So, to maintain a continuous
fibre formation, without dripping on the needle sides or
formation of polymer tubes above the needle, the spinning
parameters must be optimized such as the solution flow rate
to the needle is equal to the rate of the ejected solution.

4.2.2. Splaying. Another phenomenon occurs during the
electrospinning process; the jet can split or splay into
multiple thinner jets, Figure 6. This happens in a region in
which the radial forces from the electrical charges carried
by the jet become larger than the cohesive forces within the
jet, and the single jet divides into many charged jets with
approximately equal diameters and charge per unit length
[17]. Splaying and elongation occur simultaneously in many
cases.

4.3. Jet Solidification. Evaporation and solidification is an
important stage in the electrospinning process. It affects the
diameter and morphology of the fibre. As the jet travels, the
solvent gradually evaporates, the polymer jets solidify, and
charged polymer nanofibres accumulate on the collector. The
resulting product is a nonwoven fibre mat that is composed
of tiny fibres with diameters between 40 nanometers and
1000 nm. Factors such as solvent properties, the applied
voltage, and the distance the jet travels have great effect on
the evaporation of solvent.
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Figure 5: Taylor angle measured using solid works molder (50.68◦), zoomed picture of Figure 3(c).

Jet splaying

Figure 6: Formation of polymer tube and multiple jets in case of excess pumped solution.

Figure 7: Droplet size increases with time as the flow into it exceeds the ejected materials.
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Figure 8: Effect of applied voltage on fibre diameter: (a) sample 1 with 15 KV and average diameter of 100 nm, (b) sample 12 with 30 KV
and average diameter of 78.5 nm.
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Figure 9: Effect of applied voltage; (a) sample 2 with 15 KV and average diameter of 77.27 nm, (b) sample 13 with 30 KV and average
diameter 55.10 nm.
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Figure 10: Effect of increasing needle-collector distance on fibre diameter: (a) sample 6 at 7.5 cm and average diameter 82 nm, (b) sample 7
at 15 cm and average diameter 55 nm.
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Figure 11: Effect of increasing needle-collector distance on fibre diameter: (a) sample 12 at 7.5 cm and average diameter 78 nm, (b) sample
10 at 15 cm and average diameter 72 nm.
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Figure 12: Effect of increasing needle-collector distance on fibre diameter; (a) sample 21 at 7.5 cm and average diameter 353 nm; (b) sample
20 at 15 cm and average diameter 196 nm.
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Figure 13: Effect of low needle-collector distance; a sample with 3.5 cm needle collector distance (a) compared to sample 7 with 15 cm
distance (b).
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Figure 15: Effect of solution concentration on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 1 with concentration 10 wt%, (b) sample 18 with
concentration 20 wt%.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Scan Electronic Microscopy (SEM) Characterization. In
this study, we investigate the fibre diameters of the nanofibre
produced by the new upward electrospinning technique and
how they can be influenced by varying the process param-
eters. A SEM is used to characterize the fibres produced. We
conducted electrospinning at different conditions. More than
30 samples are prepared on aluminum foil. The samples then
coated with gold of a thickness of 5 nm to form a conductive
layer. This conductive layer is essential for the SEM in order
to prevent samples from charging and forming a source of
reflecting electrons which may lead to a very poor quality
of the image. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in
producing several samples.

5.2. The Effect of Voltage on the Average Diameter. The
electrospinning process produces fibres only if the applied
voltage is above certain value required to overcome the
surface tension of the solution. The electrical field strength
is proportional to the applied voltage, at constant needle-
collector distance. Higher electric field values are obtained
either through decreasing the distance between the tip
and collector or by applying higher voltages. There exists

controversy in the literature as to the effect of increasing the
voltage on the final diameter of the electrospun nanofibre.
Some researches assert that stretching of the jet, which leads
to smaller fibre diameters, increases with the applied voltage
[18, 19]. In the present work it was found that the fibre
diameter decreases with the increase of the applied voltage. In
Figure 8, sample 1 shows an average diameter of 100.62 nm at
15 kv, while sample 12 has an average diameter of 78.50 nm at
30 kv. The same effect can be seen in Figure 9 between sample
2 of 77.27 nm diameter at 15 kv and sample 13 of 55.10 nm
diameter at 30 kv.

On other hand, some researchers reported that there is
no significant effect of the applied voltage on average fibre
diameter [20, 21]. And others even reported that there is a
diameter increase with the increase in the applied voltage
[22–24]. Based on the conventional electrospinning setup
where the solution is ejected downwards, this discrepancy
can be explained. As the voltage increases, the solution flow
rate will increase due to higher electrostatic force acting on
the charged jet. This phenomena increases as the gravity
force is working with the electrostatic force. Moreover, in
some situation, these forces are able to separate a whole
droplet before forming a jet initiation cone. In the new
proposed upward setup where the gravitational force is
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Figure 16: Effect of solution concentration on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 6 with concentration 10 wt%, (b) sample 17 with
concentration 20 wt%.
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Figure 17: Effect of solution concentration on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 12 with concentration 10 wt%, (b) sample 23 with
concentration 20 wt%.

working against the electrostatic force, even if a droplet is
separated from the nozzle, the electrostatic force will not
be enough to pull up to the collector. This is exactly what
happens during our experiments. When a droplet separates,
it falls aside and never reaches the collector. But this does not
mean that there is no bead formation in some situations.

5.3. Effect of Needle-Collector Distance on the Average Fibre
Diameter. The needle-collector distance defines the strength
of the electric field as well as the time available for evapora-
tion of the solvent before the nanofibres reach the collector
surface. It was found that with increasing the needle-
collector distance, keeping the other parameters constant, the
fibre diameter decreases. This trend is true regardless of the
concentration of the polymer in the solution. Figures 10, 11,
and 12 show the effect of needle-collector distance on fibre
diameter where the mean average diameter is reduced with

the increase of the distance. Figure 13 represents a sample of
the same parameters as sample 7 (15 cm distance) but with
a needle-collector distance of 3.5 cm. It is seen that at such
small needle-collector distance the solvent has no enough
time to evaporate or even to stretch, as well as an increase in
the electric field results in increase of bead formation and wet
fibres hitting the surface of the collector. Figure 14 illustrates
the difference between the distances of 3.5 cm and 15 cm 0.5.
These results are consistent with many others in the literature
such as [17, 18, 23, 25].

5.4. The Effect of Solution Concentration on the Average
Fibre Diameter. The concentration of polymer in solution
generally has a dominant effect on the fibre diameter as
well as fibre morphology. Solution concentration has been
found to most strongly affect fibre size, with fibre diameter
increasing with increasing solution concentration [26, 27].
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Figure 19: Effect of flow rate on fibre diameter: (a) sample (14) with flow rate 25 µL/min, (b) sample 13 with flow rate 50 µL/min.

This was also found in the present study. Higher concentra-
tions generally yield nanofibres of larger average diameter.
Figures 15, 16, and 17 show the effect of two different
concentrations 10 wt% to 20 wt% on three two-set samples
(1 and 18, 6 and 17, 12 and 23). It is deduced that the
increase of the concentration leads to the increase in the
diameter by about 3 times: first set from 100 nm to 289 nm,
second set from 82 nm to 288 nm, and third set from 78 nm
to 268 nm. Solutions with high polymer content may not
only impede the fibre-extension process, yielding relatively
thicker nanofibres, but may also make it difficult to pump
the polymer solution because of its high viscosity.

5.5. The Effect of Flow Rate on the Average Diameter. At
lower feed rates, electrospinning may be intermittent with
the Taylor’s cone being depleted; the cone even retreating
into the needle in some cases. On the other hand, at higher

feed rates, larger fibre diameters and beads often result.
Increasing the feed rate under conditions where applied
potential is not a limiting factor results in the increasing in
the average fibre diameter. The comparison of sample 21
(50 µL/min) and sample 23 (25 µL/min) shows a decrement
of fibre diameter from 353.40 nm to 268.77 nm. In the second
comparison, the diameter of sample 13 (50 µL/min) was
55.10 nm and for sample 14 (25 µL/min) was 53.47 nm. The
last one was between sample 10 (25 µL/min) and sample
11 (50 µL/min), and it shows increasing from 72.77 nm to
78.50 nm (Figures 18, 19, and 20).

5.6. The Effect of Needle Diameter on the Average Diameter.
In general, smaller diameter capillaries yield fibres of smaller
diameter. Yet, pumping a viscous liquid through a needle of
small internal diameter may not always be practical. Figures
21, 22, and 23 show the effect of two different needle sizes
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Figure 20: Effect of flow rate on fibre diameter: (a) sample (10) with flow rate 25 µL/min, (b) sample 11 with flow rate 50 µL/min.
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Figure 21: Effect of needle size on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 1 with needle size 22 G, (b) sample 3 with needle size 27 G.

22 G and 27 G on three two-set samples (1 and 3, 18 and 16,
11 and 13); it is deduced that the diameter always decreases
when the needle diameter decreases: first set from 100.62 nm
to 80.45 nm, second set from 289.05 nm to 234.78 nm, and
third set from 76.22 nm to 55.10 nm.

5.7. Statistical Results. Based on the data of 25 samples
(Table 1), the frequency of occurrence of the average diam-
eter is given in Figure 24. The majority of fibre diameters
drop between 43.23 nm and 196 nm. The mean value of the
diameter was found to be 164 nm.

Figure 25 shows the effect of the different process param-
eters on the average fibre diameter. It was found that the
concentration has the greatest effect on the diameter. The
interaction of the concentration and the needle-collector
distance has the second major effect on the fibre diameter.

The lowest effect on the fibre diameter was found to be the
interaction of the needle-collector distance and the needle
diameter.

6. Conclusion

The upward electrospinning process proved to be a valid
process in producing nanofibres in the range of 50 nm to
1000 nm. As well, the new process has the advantage to
eliminate the whipping instabilities; in turn a well-defined
nanostructure can be produced. Yet some adjustment in the
setup needs to be taken in consideration furthermore, a
number of fundamental aspects of the process for different
polymer-solvent systems are still worthy of further inves-
tigation in order to gain a thorough understanding of the
upward process. The effect of different spinning parameters
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Figure 22: Effect of needle size on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 18 with needle size 22 G, (b) sample 16 with needle size 27 G.
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Figure 23: Effect of needle size on average fibre diameter: (a) sample 11 with needle size 22 G, (b) sample 13 with needle size 27 G.
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Table 1: List of samples and different parameters used.

Sample no. Conc. % Voltage (KV) Distance (cm) Flow rate (µL/min) Needle gauge (G) Fibre diameter (nm)

1 10 15 7.5 25 22 100.62

2 10 15 15 50 27 77.27

3 10 15 7.5 25 27 80.45

4 10 15 7.5 50 27 43.23

5 10 15 15 25 22 —

6 10 15 7.5 50 22 82.27

7 10 15 15 50 22 55.43

8 10 30 7.5 50 27 75.33

9 10 30 7.5 50 22 58.50

10 10 30 15 25 22 72.77

11 10 30 15 50 22 76.22

12 10 30 7.5 25 22 78.50

13 10 30 15 50 27 55.10

14 10 30 15 25 27 53.47

15 10 30 7.5 25 27 75.40

16 20 15 7.5 25 27 234.78

17 20 15 7.5 50 22 288.92

18 20 15 7.5 25 22 289.05

19 20 15 7.5 50 27 606.80

20 20 30 15 50 22 196

21 20 30 7.5 50 22 353.4

22 20 30 15 25 22 156.25

23 20 30 7.5 25 22 268

24 20 30 15 25 27 171.83

25 20 30 7.5 50 27 294.94
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on the average fibre diameter was studied and the following
was found. Concentration has the greatest effect on nanofibre
diameter. Increasing the concentration leads to increasing in
fibre diameter. The interaction of the concentration and the
needle-collector distance has the second major effect on the
fibre diameter. The lowest effect on the fibre diameter was
found to be the interaction of the needle-collector distance
and the needle diameter. Increasing the needle-collector
distance leads to decreasing in nanofibres diameter. The
change in applied high voltage on nanofibres diameter has
a linear relationship; as the applied high voltage increases,
nanofibres diameter decreases. Increasing the feed rate leads
to increasing in fibre diameter and increasing in bead
formation. Smaller needle diameter yields fibres of smaller
diameter; yet pumping a viscous liquid through a needle of
small internal diameter may not always be practical. Fibres
of the size produced may potentially be used into many
applications such as microfiltration and in a drug release
control of some insoluble drugs.
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